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Dark Energy is one of the most intriguing issues in physics today

Is it the cosmological constant? Is it other type of DE?



Dark Energy is one of the most intriguing issues in physics today

Maybe we need to change the metric itself? 

Modified Gravity, f(R) theories



LCDM model in a nutshell

On large scales, the Universe is described as 
a homogeneous fluid in a expanding space

Age of the Universe ~ 14. Gyr



The Dark Energy Survey in a nutshell

A photometric galaxy survey aiming for 200 million 
galaxies in a 8th of the sky

Observe in 5 filters, from 4,000 A to 11,000 A, 
covering optical and near-infrared spectrum

Observations ended in January 2019, after 6 years.

Reaching ~ 1% uncertainty in DE equation of state by 
the end of the analysis (in 2, 3 years)

Combination of various cosmological probes to give a 
single measurement: Galaxy clustering, weak lensing, 
standard candles, galaxy clusters.

Current Dark Energy precision, in combination with 
Planck, is 4%.  No hints of a crack in the model.









DES is not only cosmology!

Solar system: 

- TNO and Centaurs, Planet 9 search

Galactic searches:

- Brown dwarfs, RR lyrae

Milky Way formation: 

- Large Scale Structure, Stellar streams 
discoveries

Local Universe:

- MW faint companions

Galaxy evolution, Galaxy clusters

Gravitational waves events



Public data: https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/
- DR1 (coadded Y3 data)
- Y1 Gold (coadded Y1 data + value added information for cosmology)

DES data

Scientific results found 
here:

https://www.darkenergysu
rvey.org/des-year-1-cosm
ology-results-papers/

Catalog made from first year of observations (Y1 data): 50% coverage, 50% depth

Current collaboration analysis, first 3 years of observations (Y3 data): 100% coverage, 50 depth%

In the following months, the collaboration will have access to the last release (Y6 data): 100% 
coverage, 100% depth

https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-1-cosmology-results-papers/
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-1-cosmology-results-papers/
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-1-cosmology-results-papers/


The Dark Energy Survey greatest hits



Is cosmic geometry consistent with an expansion governed by general relativity with a 
cosmological constant?

Are the structures found in the evolved Universe explained by initial fluctuations growing 
under general relativity, dark matter and dark energy?



Is cosmic geometry consistent with an expansion governed by general relativity with a 
cosmological constant?

Are the structures found in the evolved Universe explained by initial fluctuations growing 
under general relativity, dark matter and dark energy?



Measurements of expansion history with DES

Comparison of distance and redshift

Standard candle: brightness of source with known luminosity

- SNe: luminosity can be determined by color/duration



Measurements of expansion history with DES

Comparison of distance and redshift

Standard ruler: angle subtended by known scale

- CMB: sound horizon in early Universe (380,000 years)
- BAO: same scale, but expanded at later times (billions of years)



Is cosmic geometry consistent with an expansion governed by general relativity with a 
cosmological constant?

Are the structures found in the evolved Universe explained by initial fluctuations growing 
under general relativity, dark matter and dark energy?





Strong lensing

Weak lensing



Cosmological results with weak lensing and galaxy clustering

Novel technique: 

- Combined analysis of galaxy clustering and weak lensing. 
- + likelihood join with DES Supernova and BAO
- + likelihood join with Planck (CMB)

Robust systematic analysis:

- Use of independent photo-z and shape catalogs.
- Full, validated treatment of covariance and nuisance parameters.
- Theory and simulated tested with 2 independent  codes, CosmoLike and 

CosmoSis.

Blind analysis to avoid confirmation bias: 

- Over-correct your data until you get the expected result (LCDM).



Blind analysis, an example Do not show labels in plots.

Apply random shifts to galaxy 
shear parameters. 



Cosmological results with weak lensing and galaxy clustering



Consistency of evolved structures with CMB

DES and CMB constraints 
matter density and S8 with 
equal strength

Difference in central values 
in same direction as results 
from other lensing 
experiments. Is S8 low?

Good bayes factor - 
blinded criterion with no 
evidence for inconsistency





Recent tensions in data?



Recent tensions in data?
Local expansion rate measured differently at local 
Universe than at younger age

Possibilities

- Systematic effect
- Early dark energy
- Dark radiation
- Dark matter with stronger 

early interaction with matter 
or radiation than thought

A. Dominguez

C. Rusu

DES + Planck



Future perspectives



Wrapping up

DES have, for the first time, combine multiple probes coming from the 
same data, paving the methodology for the future. With 1 year data only: 

- In combination with external probes, reach a 4% uncertainty in DE. At 
this level, we confirm the Lambda Cold Dark Matter model.

- We demonstrate the multiprobe analysis, reaching a precision 
similar to CMB.

- Plus other interesting science!

Are we close to a change of paradigm in cosmology? Are we ready for 
that? Are we seeing tensions in the data?

Cosmology is exciting!



The Dark Energy Survey
says THANK YOU!!

Aurelio Carnero Rosell on behalf of the DES Collaboration


